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Executive Summary
The Biddeford City Council’s (Council) authorization to move forward with design of the
municipality’s first parking structure in March of 2018 represented another step in the ongoing
process of addressing parking in Biddeford. Subsequent to the design authorization, the Council
directed staff to prepare a Parking Management Program (PMP) to identify how future supply
and demand will be managed in the context of a possible future parking garage. The underlying
intent of the PMP is to create a system that manages the competing interests of stakeholders in a
fair, equitable, and fiscally responsible manner while fostering continued growth. This
document reflects the result of the work performed by staff and the recommended PMP.

The city currently has no formal parking management program; however, by policy all publicly
owned parking is free to the users and paid for by property taxpayers. This creates a situation
where some businesses and/or apartment owners get the financial support of the City while
others, who provide their own parking, do not. City policies should be fair and equitable in their
application. The current parking model does not meet this criterion. The well-documented
increase in parking demand, with continued growth projected, will only increase the impact of
the situation. Recommended policy changes are intended to address this policy inequity.

Solving the parking challenge is expected to have a direct and tangible impact on growth in
property tax valuation: the upside growth in taxable property in the parking study area is
significant. Conservative estimates for the full development of the remaining Mill space is
approximately $100 million in new value, not including 3 Lincoln Street. There are other
estimates that have demonstrated that three to four times that amount is obtainable. With limited
impacts on services, this growth will be critical in order to continue to stabilize property taxes
and meet future capital demands in the City.

This document represents the efforts of staff to prepare a PMP that: (1) Remains consistent with
the 2014 voter referendum prohibiting the use of parking meters; (2) provides on street shortterm parking at no cost to the customers; and, (3) creates a funding mechanism shifting the cost
of parking within the study area to users rather than taxpayers. The PMP is applicable to the
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defined study area and is proposed to be implemented in three (3) phases over a period of 18
months, see Figure 1.

Phase I addresses parking within the Main Street corridor. This is the area along Main Street
from Elm to Water and adjacent feeder streets.

Figure 1: Mill District Parking Demand Study Area

The Main Street corridor will become short-term parking ranging from 30-min to a maximum of
2-hours. The establishment of time-limited parking will require enhanced enforcement. The
PMP includes recommendations for 1 full-time parking enforcement position or 2 part-time
seasonal parking enforcement positions ranging from $62,639.55 to $33,276.76, respectively.

Phase II, happening immediately after the short term parking changes of Phase 1 and the hiring
of enforcement staff, transitions eight (8) public surface parking1 lots to pay-per-use lots, for
1

This does not include the present leased parking lot on 3 Lincoln Street as part of the Saco Falls tax increment
financing district agreement. This lot is part of the Parking Garage footprint, and will be replaced by garage spaces.
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both short and long term use. This phase also includes outreach to owners of private parking lots
in the study area to identify underutilized private parking space that could be used to meet
growing demand within the study area.

Finally, Phase III will be the opening of the parking garage, if approved. Occupancy within the
structure will be pay-per-use. The overall parking management program will be reviewed and
evaluated at that time to determine if improvements are necessary.

At each of these phases, staff will monitor assumptions and make recommendations as needed to
meet the goals of the city. Once the PMP concept is adopted, staff will begin the process of
preparing the policy documents and orders necessary for implementation.
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Introduction
Like many communities at one or more points in their history, the City of Biddeford is
experiencing a period of growth. The term “Biddaissance” has been used and properly indicates
the significance of Biddeford’s growth compared to other communities in the area and within
Maine. Growth is generally welcomed because it signals confidence in the economy and the
community and increases tax revenue, which are all good things. However, growth also brings
challenges; one of the challenges being parking, especially for long established communities that
do not have the luxury or financial ability to completely redesign local infrastructure.

Communities like Biddeford that face parking pressures, have an opportunity to recognize the
issue and proactively manage parking in order to mitigate the often conflicting interests of
stakeholders. The stakeholders include visitors to the community, business owners, employees,
residents (local taxpayers) and the municipality. In many instances, the interests of individual
stakeholders change rapidly making an already complicated issue even more difficult. For
example, a business owner needs parking for customers and employees creating a supply and
demand conflict. Customers want convenient parking near their destination which impacts
available employee parking. Employees that work for a business that does not provide employee
parking want convenient parking near their place of work potentially reducing availability of
customer parking for local businesses while at the same time an employee may leave for lunch
and expect parking at a restaurant similar to visitors or citizens. The City of Biddeford is
responsible for maintenance of the public parking inventory and by extension local taxpayers pay
for such maintenance. Residents may object to local businesses benefiting from available public
parking but established multi-use buildings may have no options for private parking.

This is not a new issue for Biddeford but it is becoming more and more of a concern. Biddeford
started talking about parking many years ago. Talks began to gain formal status in 2006 with
publication of the Downtown Biddeford Parking and Traffic Study by Gorrill Palmer. Since then
there have been six additional reports all dealing with the subject of parking, see Appendix 1 –
List of Biddeford Parking Studies.
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The studies collectively indicate that parking will continue to be an issue and that same
sentiment is being reinforced by what staff and others are hearing from new businesses and
entrepreneurs exploring Biddeford – a lack of adequate parking is a serious hindrance to present
and future development efforts, both in the Mill District and in the Main Street corridor.

As part of the ongoing dialogue, the Biddeford City Council (Council) authorized design of the
municipality’s first parking structure and directed staff to prepare a parking management
program (PMP) to identify how future supply and demand will be managed. The underlying
intent of the PMP is to create a system that manages the competing interests of stakeholders in a
fair, equitable, and fiscally responsible manner while fostering continued growth. This
document reflects the result of the work performed by staff and the recommended PMP.

Parking Management Program
Background
In developing the PMP, staff evaluated current policy (Appendix 2), considered input from
business and the public through three listening sessions as well as an online comment option
(Appendix 3), and performed a supply and demand analysis (Appendix 4). All of the
information considered by staff is attached to this document in the referenced appendices.
Staff Considerations
In general, the PMP should address immediate parking needs, long-term parking needs, and
include a financial plan. Based on the comprehensive review performed by staff, nine (9)
considerations were identified to serve as the framework for the PMP.
1. A PMP is a dynamic program and should be considered a fluid process,
addressing the current environment but should be flexible enough to respond to
changes in business occupancy, area activity, stakeholder needs/priorities, and
municipal goals.
2. Break the target area into reasonable sectors and understand localized supply and
demand issues through the supply and demand analysis.
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3. Manage parking turnover, through time limited parking zones (signage or
ordinance) to keeping spaces from being used for extended periods. On-street and
lot durations vary according to the time demand at each location.
4. Promote economic development through the management of public parking
spaces.
5. Be aware of possible spill over from street parking into traditional neighborhoods
as the PMP is implemented and be prepared to respond.
6. Understand expanding market forces at peak periods in order to balance parking
supply with competing parking demand interests.
7. Change the current taxpayer funded “free” public parking model to a user-funded
model.
8. Demand for short-term parking will grow when filling vacancies in the study area.
Nearby solutions need to be developed to address displaced current long-term
parking; failure to consider displaced spaces will restrict the quality and pace of
filling storefront vacancies on Main Street.
9. Determine what parking wayfinding should look like and where the wayfinding
should be placed.
The following section will identify the sequence of need, sub-components that will be necessary
to support the parking management system, and an outline of the phased parking management
system, with supporting maps and tables. The maps are key to understanding the
recommendations. They provide a visual reference for the City Council, residents, commuters,
and business owners. These reflect changes in time-limited parking on the street, in surface lots,
that will need to be codified with the acceptance of this plan.
Parking Management Program Recommendations
Staff recommends the PMP be implemented in three phases over a period of 18 months. Maps
are included in Appendix 6 as Phase I, Phase II and Phase III for the reference areas.

Phase I:

Phase I targets the Main Street corridor. The focus is to convert existing longterm parking to short-term parking (30-minutes - 2 hour parking) on the street and
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in public surface lots, based on location, see Appendix 6 – Phase I Map and Table
1 below:
Table 1: Proposed Parking Changes

Location

Existing Conditions

Proposed Change

Street

Area of Change to 2-hr Parking

Lincoln St.

Unlimited

Main St. to Pearl St. – odd numbered side

Jefferson St.

Unlimited

Main St. to South St. – odd numbered side

Center St.

Unlimited

Jefferson St. to Kossuth St – both sides

South St.

Unlimited

Adams St. to Jefferson St. – both sides

Adams St.

Unlimited

Main St. to Jefferson St. – odd numbered side

Adams St.

Unlimited

South St. to Jefferson St. – even numbered side

Bacon St.

Unlimited

Alfred St. to Foss St. – both sides

Emery St.

Unlimited

Main St. to Bacon St. – even numbered side

Hill St.

Unlimited

Main St. to Bacon St. – odd numbered side

Street/Lot

Area of Change to 30 Minute Parking

Main St.

2 Hour

2 spaces at 205 Main St.

Jefferson St

1 Hour

1 space adjacent to 265 Main St.

Franklin St. Municipal Lot

Unlimited

2 spaces on the corner of Franklin & Federal Streets

Franklin St. Municipal Lot

Unlimited

2 Spaces at 42 Franklin St

Franklin St. Municipal Lot

Unlimited

2 spaces adjacent to 69 Jefferson St.

Street/Lot

To Remain 1-hour Parking

Adams St.

1 Hour

Even numbered side - 9 spaces adjacent to City Hall

City Hall

1 Hour

4 spaces in surface lot at rear entrance



Spaces will be identified as spaces between 30 minutes and 2 hour parking based on
nearby business needs and demand. There will be no 4 hour parking available.



Current long-term on-street users, where existing spaces will be converted to short
term parking, will be encouraged to move to the Washington Street parking lot, the
Franklin Street lot, Water Street lots, or to the private credit union lot.



Increase the rate of enforcement to insure compliance with time restrictions so that
parking turnover frees up supply for customers.



The increased enforcement will require additional staffing intended to be covered in
part by new ticket revenue.



Evaluate program effectiveness and address any deficiencies.
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Phase II:

Phase II transitions the eight (8) current public lots, immediately after the changes
are implemented for phase 1, from free parking to pay-per-use, see Appendix 6 –
Phase II Map.



The municipal surface parking lots will be converted from no time limit or restricted
time limit free parking to paid parking in the daytime only. The public lots will
therefore consist of the existing short term spaces (2 hours, i.e. the Police station lot),
all day parking, and, with a kiosk, the ability to manage longer stays of 2-hours or
greater.



Establishment of parking fees will be based on and tied to the pro forma created in
conjunction with the parking garage financial model.



Phasing in of surface lot parking costs will occur immediately after the new short
term spaces are established and the enforcement staff and kiosk equipment is
purchased. The fees for those costs will be phased in over 18 months, starting with a
base upon implementation, then increasing to half in phase 2, and then to a full
payment with the opening of the Parking Garage.



Private lot owners will be encouraged to rent excess spaces to meet additional shortterm parking needs.



Improvements, like signing and lighting, will be implemented and paid for by new
paid parking lot parking spaces, as projected. Other capital improvements will be
identified, planned for, and slotted for implementation.



Evaluate effectiveness and address any deficiencies.

Phase III:

Phase III will coincide with the opening of the proposed parking structure.
Occupancy in the parking structure will be pay-per-use, see Appendix 6 – Phase
III Map.



Evaluate speed at which the proposed garage fills and formulate program
amendments as needed.



Test market assumptions and adjust cost of parking and type (daytime, nighttime, and
24/7 spaces) as needed. Kiosks will permit quick technical changes as the need
arises.



Evaluate Supply and Demand assessment, identify deficits by location and need and
formulate program amendments.
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Reevaluate remaining parking structure sites and study parking trends for potential
development of new parking supply, i.e. pre-planning for a potential second parking
structure.

Parking Enforcement
In order for the PMP to be successful there will need to be effective and consistent parking
enforcement. Currently downtown parking enforcement during the summer months limits
parking enforcement at the beaches and vice versa. In order to overcome this issue two
proposals are offered: (1) add one additional full-time traffic enforcement position at an initial
cost of $62,639.55, or (2) add two part-time seasonal traffic enforcement positions (without
benefits) during the summer months at a cost of $33,276.76. Proposal specifics are included in
Appendix 5 – Parking Enforcement Detail. The projected position costs will change if there is
interest in implementing traffic enforcement on holidays.

Finally, along with the enforcement officers in phase 2, the purchase and installation of kiosks
will occur. This will permit consistent and efficient monitoring of the use of parking spaces in
surface lots, evaluating where pressure for new or different kinds of supply is needed, and allow
us to adjust quickly when there are adjacent changes in land use/parking demand.

6
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List of Biddeford Parking Studies
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History of Major Biddeford Parking Studies.
Several reports over more than ten years have warned of existing and growing parking issues, as
Main Street and the Mill District recover and reuse existing space. These reports include:


Presentation of Parking Structure: Strategy to Keep Residents from Paying Costs COB - November 2016



Biddeford Public Parking: An Analysis of the Real Costs of Free Parking and
Implications on Downtown Design - COB - May 2016



Architect’s Presentation to City Council Mill District Feasibility Study - Winton Scott
/ Rich Associates - December 2012



Consultants’ Presentation Mill District Parking Feasibility Study - Winston Scott /
Rich Assoc. / Gorrill Palmer - December 2012



Final Report: Downtown Parking Study - Rich Associates - October 2012



Excerpt from Mill District Master Plan - 2009



Final Report Downtown Biddeford Parking and Traffic Study - Gorrill-Palmer November 2006

All reports and additional information of the issue of parking are available at
www.biddefordmaine.org/parking.
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Current Parking Policy
As expressed in annual budget documents, by referendum, and through City ordinance
provisions, the city’s parking policy is seen through three focal points:


Public investment in parking spaces. The city over the years has made decisions to
create parking lots to be used for free parking in the downtown. A review of those
lots show that there are 419 spaces in 11 different lots in the downtown and mill
district. Most of the lots were created with various forms of federal dollars as part of
urban renewal, with the intent of eliminating unsightly buildings (and people and
businesses) and create new parking to compete with growing mall activity in South
Portland and the development of Biddeford Crossing in the mid-2000s.



Time limited street parking with minimum enforcement. The city adopted minimal
short-term time limited parking along the streets and surface lots. To insure
availability, parking enforcement was required, but generally limited to work periods,
Monday through Friday.



No parking meters in downtown. In 2014, a citizen petition banned the use of
parking meters in the downtown. Unless that question is revisited by the voters, it
remains a cornerstone of all future parking policy discussions.

Policy Implications
Current policy could change, if the following assumptions are believed to be true:


Available and predictable parking is important to the customers of businesses. As
competition for parking increases with redevelopment, customers will have less
convenient parking choices. As such they may not come into the parking study area
and storefront vacancies may not be filled. Without customers, businesses are
without revenues. Business will neither survive nor come to the Main Street corridor.
Therefore, a priority should be providing adequate short-term turnover parking in the
downtown with supportive enforcement strategies.



Long-term parking should be safe and convenient, but not at the expense of shortterm parking. The users of long-term parking are generally daytime employees or
residential tenants at night. Any long term parking in areas where customers park or
expect to park restricts customer opportunity, limits business revenue, and ultimately
results in failed businesses and vacancies.



Tenant and employee parking is not the prime responsibility of the City. Most
apartment owners and businesses are expected to provide parking. Those that do not,
should not expect parking to be paid for by the taxpayers. Most of the all-day parking
spots in surface lots and on streets are used by employees and tenants. As parking
demand increases, competition increases and all day or night parkers dominate those
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spaces. The trend of increasing numbers of these users will continue to restrict
supply. That competition adversely impacts customers seeking parking to do business
in the study area.


The use of direct property taxes to create new off street parking in the study area is
not politically viable. Without other state and federal resources, the ability to create
new off street parking is limited to resources within the control of city officials. One
option is the use of general fund revenues for construction. This option has been
clearly identified by the City Council and the public as not acceptable.



Creation of current off street parking has been primarily achieved without funding
from local property taxes. Most off street parking (lots) was created by federal
funding back in an era of more plentiful federal/state grants. Those resources are now
far and few between. To create new off street parking for downtown, some sort of
local funding tied to user fees or new TIF revenues will be needed. Parking will no
longer come from the general fund.



Equitable and consistent application of policy. Currently, there is no formal parking
policy; however, all publicly owned parking is free to the users and paid for by
property taxpayers. This creates a situation where some businesses and/or apartment
owners get the financial support of the City while others, who provide their own
parking, do not. The well-documented increase in parking demand, with continued
growth projected, is expected to continue this trend. Changes in policy will require
passing the straight face test regarding equitable treatment of all stakeholders.



Solving the parking challenge has a direct and tangible impact on growth in property
tax valuation. The opportunity for upside growth in taxable property in the study area
is significant. Conservative estimates for the full development of the remaining Mill
space is approximately $100 million in new value. There are other estimates that
have demonstrated that three to four times that is obtainable. With limited impacts on
services, this growth will be critical in order to continue to stabilize property taxes
and meet future capital demands in the City.

Policies should reflect goals


Short term on-street parking is intended for customers. The principle goal of onstreet parking is to provide predictable parking for visitors customers. Given the
analysis of current needs, some short term parking might also be needed in off street
locations.



Short-term time limits should be responsive. The ability to shift short term time
limits should be responsive to business ownership or services changes. Currently, it
may take between three to four months to make such changes. In an area of the city
that is evolving, that is unacceptable. A nimbler system must be created to be
responsive to changes. For short term parking, the limits shall be from 30 minutes up
to two hours, depending on the nature of the nearby local businesses.
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Consistency with voter referendum. All on street short-term parking will remain at
no cost to the customers. Any change to this policy would require a public vote of the
citizens.



Long-term parking will be paid for by the users. The city would continue to invest in
parking for the study area. However, instead of parking being paid for by taxpayers,
a new parking structure would be built and constructed based on a predictable
revenue stream that would not include general fund property taxes. Sources would
include user fees and increased revenue captured within the Tax Increment Financing
(TIF) program.



Residential streets might need protection. Regardless of whether new off street
parking is created or not, increased pressures are being placed on streets traditionally
residential in nature. More of the employee parking is spilling into residential areas
especially during business hours on weekdays. The City should be prepared to
address the issue as neighborhoods voice specific concerns.

12
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Community Input Summary
Key Community Issues.
The Council, in conjunction with staff efforts, created several avenues to communicate concerns
related to the parking management program. The intent being to obtain an understanding of
issues and perspectives from a cross section of the community in order to formulate a responsive
and effective PMP.

Understanding business sentiment. A survey of the business community, as well as the listening
sessions2, suggest the following:
1.

Customers want free short-term parking. Customers are the revenue source for
businesses. The ease of finding short-term, free parking is critical to the success
of Main Street. Eighty-eight percent of businesses surveyed (26 surveys) wanted
short term parking with 50% of those wanting at least 2 hours. Based on the 26
surveys, Main Street, and its side streets, were identified as where those
customers park.

2.

Time Limits on the street need to be tied to business uses. Short-term parking
should range from 30 minutes to two hours, depending on the nearby business
need.

3.

Employees would like a secure parking space, at no cost or the least cost possible.
Employees represent the largest segment of long term parking demand (followed
by residents, albeit at different demand times). In our survey, 54% were parking
in private lots, while the remainder (46%) were using public street or on surface
lot spaces. Employee parking, if not free, is likely to be either passed on to the
employee or an expense businesses must absorb.

4.

Employees are competing for short-term spaces. 20% of businesses surveyed
identified the practice of the “parking shuffle”3 as influencing availability of

2

The survey was conducted by the Heart of Biddeford and included 26 responses. The listening sessions were held
on three separate dates in April 2018.
3
The term “parking shuffle” refers to the practice of individuals parking in a time limited spot and moving the
vehicle to another location just before the time expires, often just feet away, in order to avoid a ticket.
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customer parking. The parking shuffle along with dwindling parking supply,
creates an increase in parking competition wherein the business’ employees
compete with the business’s customers for available parking spaces.
5.

Most business owners agree, more parking is necessary. 65% of businesses
responding wanted more parking, while 54% said there was not enough parking
for employees and customers. This condition exists despite the fact that there are
9 vacant storefronts on Main Street (April, 2018)

Understanding citizen sentiment. Staff began with this known fact: the community
overwhelmingly voted to prohibit “having parking meters in the Downtown”. Any solution to
the parking issue must embrace this base sentiment. Others include:
1. Tax implications of free parking. “Free” parking places the cost burden of onstreet and municipal lot parking squarely on the city taxpayer, whether he or she
uses municipal parking or not.
2. Citizens have come to expect “free” parking. Decades ago, according to records
and news media, meters were removed from downtown as a way to better entice
residents to the Main Street corridor and fill storefront vacancies. This pattern was
repeated in many communities in the country.
3. Biddeford will never change. There is some sentiment that Biddeford cannot
change, so why invest in a parking garage or create a parking management plan at
all.
Notes from the parking management plan listening sessions and other citizen input are available
upon request.
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Staff Supply and Demand Analysis
To choose an appropriate parking management program, Council asked staff to expand upon
earlier parking projections by updating the Rich Associates base information and provide an
updated demand assessment based on present building use. For the parking study area, staff
collected:


Supply and demand data by block group that included the Mill and Main Street
Districts, utilizing GIS mapping/data collection capacity



Mill District space by square foot, both vacant and used



Main Street space by square foot, by vacant and used, as well as housing structures
listed by the number of units they housed



Off street parking supply by:



•

Public surface lots

•

Public and private handicap spaces

•

Private surface lots

On street parking supply by:
•

30 minute spaces

•

2 hour spaces

•

Unlimited-time parking

These components were then mapped, see Appendix 6 – Biddeford Downtown Parking Supply
Map.

From the inventory, staff proceeded to identify supply, demand, and deficits in three areas:


Supply and Demand by Existing, occupied space



Supply and Demand by all existing space, fully built out, without 3 Lincoln Street



Supply and Demand by all existing spaces at full build out including 3 Lincoln Street
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Supply
The supply of parking in the study area (including the Mill District) comprises both public and
private surface lots as well as on-street spaces. Supply figures shown here are based on data
calculated from GIS mapping of the area. The Mill District and Main Street area are considered
both separately and in total, to highlight growth areas that will create additional demand and
place new pressure on existing supply. Based on this data, the supply of existing parking is as
follows:
Table A4 – 1: Existing Parking Supply
Type

Mill District

Municipal Surface Lots
Private Surface Lots
On-Street Spaces (all types)
Total

16
696
43
755

Main Street
Area
403
1,009
722
2,134

Combined
Area
419
1,705
765
2,889

Private surface lots provide the majority of parking spaces in the study area, and as expected, the
Main Street Area contains more spaces, both on-street and surface lots, than the Mill District.
While not shown here, calculation of supply and demand figures were facilitated by breaking the
study area into block groups.
Demand
Parking demand is constantly changing, based on nearby building uses (i.e. commercial or
residential uses) and time of day. Point-in-time demand can be aggregated by applying broad
calculations that consider the type of parking demand (land use) in a given area:
Mixed-use Demand Criterion = 3 spaces per 1,000 square feet of building area4

These calculations have been applied to three downtown development scenarios: 1) demand
based on existing structures, adjusted for vacancies, in the study area, 2) demand based on
projected full occupancy, both commercial and residential, and 3) demand created by full

4

The range, based on land uses, can be between 1 and 6 spaces per 1,000 s.f. (or other combinations; i.e. restaurant
of 1 space per four seats, plus employee parking). 3 per thousand was used for this study.
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development at the 3 Lincoln Street site. Demand (shown as number of parking spaces needed)
calculated under these three scenarios demonstrate that demand is projected to increase with
further development, as shown in Table A4-2.
Table A4-2: Existing Parking Demand

Mill
District
Main St.
Area

Mixeduse
Demand
1,315
1,750

Existing Demand
Residential Total
Demand
Demand
282

1,597

Projected Demand
MixedResidential Total
use
Demand
Demand
Demand
232
347
579

853

2,603

325

18

343

3 Lincoln St
MixedTotal
use
Demand
Demand
939
939
―

―

Seen graphically, demand in the Mill District will grow by 36% from current levels to projected
build-out of existing space and by an additional 43% with full development of the 3 Lincoln
Street site, see Figure A4-1.
Figure A4-1: Mill District Parking Demand Projection

Mill District
3,500
3,000
2,500
2,000
1,500
1,000
500
0

3,115
2,176
1,597

Existing Total
Demand

Projected Total Projected Demand Demand - Full Build- 3 Lincoln St Mixed
out
Use

Demand in the Main Street area will likewise grow as full build-out takes place. Parking
demand is projected to increase by 13.2% in the Main Street area, see Figure A4-2.
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Figure A4-2: Main Street Parking Demand Projection

Main Street Area
3,000

2946

2603

2,500
2,000
1,500
1,000
500
0
Existing Total Demand

Projected Total Demand - Full
Build-out

Supply vs. Demand
Mill District. At existing levels, supply of parking in the Mill District is not great enough to
satisfy existing demand for mixed-use and residential parking. Presently, there is a deficit of 842
spaces. This deficit is expected to increase to 1,421 spaces when all currently vacant Mill
building space is fully built out and occupied. Full build-out represents a 69% increase in the
deficit of parking. Once the 3 Lincoln Street site is fully developed, the deficit will soar by
180% over the existing deficit, see Figure A4-3 and Table A4-3.

Figure A4-3: Mill District Deficit Projection

Table A4-3: Mill District Deficit

Supply
Demand
Deficit

Current
Demand
755
1,597
842

Mill District
Full Build-Out
Demand
755
2176
1,421

Full Build-Out
w/ 3 Lincoln St
755
3,115
2,360

Main Street Area. Demand in the Main Street area is expected to increase significantly as vacant
storefronts and upper story commercial space fills. At existing levels of supply and demand,
however, there is a deficit of 469 parking spaces. With full build-out of vacant space, this deficit
will likely increase by 73% to 812 spaces, see Figure A4-4 and Table A4-4.
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Figure A4-4: Main Street Corridor Deficit

Table A4-4: Main Street Corridor Deficit

Supply
Demand
Deficit

Main Street Area
Current
Full Build-Out
Demand
Demand
2,134
2,134
2,603
2,949
469
812

Full Build-Out
w/ 3 Lincoln St
----

Mill District and Main Street Area Combined.
Looking at the Mill District and Main Street area
as one cohesive unit, the parking deficit becomes a significant problem for the City and takes on
considerable urgency. At existing levels of development, there is a deficit of 1,311 spaces. This
is particularly evident in the Mill District, but as full build-out takes place and the 3 Lincoln
Street site is developed, the deficit will increase dramatically by 142% over existing levels or
3,172 spaces, see Figure A-4-5 and Table A4-5.

As a practical example, mill owners presently select their tenants in ways that they can maximize
use of the space by combining daytime and evening users; at other times, they simply note that
they will not provide parking with the rental space. This is a significant detraction to continued
infill and jobs creation.

Figure A4-5: Combined Parking Deficit

Table A4-5: Combined Parking Deficit

Supply
Demand

Deficit

Mill District and Main St.
Current
Full Build-Out
Full Build-Out
Demand
Demand
w/ 3 Lincoln St
2,889
2,889
2,889
4,200
5,122
6,061

1,311

2,233

3,172

Observations. Staff made an effort to field check
activities to get an intuitive sense of what was actually occurring on the streets and surface lots in
the community, given the findings above and comments received from the public. Staff wanted
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to develop a sense of what would happen, right now, if Main Street alone, were at full capacity,
as well as what was going on during the day and evening. Staff performed assessments through
four (4) different methods:
1) Walking survey of city owned parking lots, Table A4-6;
2) Overnight parking-resident assessment, Table A4-7;
3) Review of Main Street vacant properties, Table A4-8;
4) Enforcement trends, Table A4-9.
Walking Survey. The purpose of the walking survey was to capture, beyond people’s
perceptions, what was actually happening in the municipality short- and long-term surface lots.
This is a non-exhaustive point in time survey over three days to get a sense of how the surface
lots are actually performing:

Table A4-6: Point-in-Time Parking Survey

Point in Time 3 Day Parking Survey Survey

Location
City Hall
South Street
Adams Street
Washington St/Bangor spaces
Washington St/Court spaces
Washington St North (west side)
Washington St North (east side)
Washington St Park
Franklin St West
Franklin St East
Alfred St/Police Station - 2hr
Alfred St/Police Station - 4hr
Foss St
Water St (Gas House)
Water St. (Waste Water)

4/19/2018- 4/18/2018- 4/18/2018- 4/17/2008Date and Time: 8:30 AM
10:00 AM 2:00PM
4:00PM
% of
% of
% of
% of
Capacity Capacity
Capacity Capacity
Capacity Observed Observed Observed Observed
36
90%
100%
80%
100%
20
100%
100%
100%
0%
22
90%
100%
100%
0%
12
50%
50%
50%
0%
12
30%
20%
60%
0%
23
30%
80%
70%
100%
37
40%
60%
60%
50%
32
70%
―
10%
30%
39
100%
100%
100%
100%
25
30%
30%
60%
100%
42
80%
90%
100%
50%
20
90%
100%
100%
60%
43
100%
100%
100%
60%
23
30%
40%
30%
0%
22
20%
15%
20%
0%
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The findings show:


Most of our unlimited parking areas (surface and street) tend to be full during the
business day, with the exception of the Washington St. Parking Lot. This lot is
partially full in the morning, suggesting use by local residents, but is empty the rest of
the time.



The 2 and 4 hour parking behind the police station is heavily used; however, the goal
of the four hour parking is unclear. The two hour parking in the George’s Sandwich
Shop area (Franklin East) is at about 30% occupancy until late afternoon, probably
fueled by the restaurants; this is likely true for the lunch hour, although that period
was not observed. Incidentally, the private parking offered by Northeast Credit
Union, at Foss and Pool, is underutilized and offers some short term parking options.



The Federal Street lots have signs posted for both the Courthouse and Bangor Savings
Bank (as approved in the charter). The spaces are not generally used. The rest of the
lot is sometimes lightly populated, although the lot behind the Palace Diner is full.
That observation is made in the absence of a tenant in the old Post Office at
Washington and Federal Streets.



Some of the unlimited time spaces could be changed to short term to meet the
pending demand on Main Street. That will further increase the need for long-term
parking beyond the present supply (i.e. need for a parking garage).

Overnight parking in unlimited spaces in the Main Street Corridor. During the parking review
process, the need for overnight parking by residents was identified. The Police Department
conducted a point-in-time license plate survey of surface lots to provide a sense of who uses
overnight parking:
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Table A4-7: Overnight & Main St Corridor Parking Assessment

Overnight use of Downtown Parking
Date: 4/18/2018 4/19/2018 4/20/2018
Streets:
Franklin Street
Washington St.
Federal Street
Foss Street
Main Street
Total

28
16
19
14
12
89

31
17
25
14
9
96

27
16
17
14
13
87

50
30
9

59
25
12

46
30
11

Where Registered:
Biddeford Registered
Other City
Other State

Of the surface lots surveyed; 53-62% of the spaces were occupied by vehicles registered in
Biddeford. The rest were out of town registrations. 10-12% were out of state and so likely UNE
students. There would appear to be an ample supply of public parking (in the absence of private
lots) to meet residential needs in the study area, in the evening at this time; competing evening
activities to increase pressure and create parking conflicts.

For the neighborhoods surrounding the Main Street corridor and Mill Districts, the supply of
parking, including driveways and street parking, is adequate to handle those parking needs. It
would also suggest some availability for daytime parking spillover if the City began managing
time limits by time of day use.

Main Street Vacancies. One common refrain from potential new commercial tenants wanting to
locate on Main Street (along with the cost of rent) is “where is the parking?” Their question
relates to both customers and employees. A parking needs assessment of vacant properties is
found in Table A4-8. This projection must be considered when evaluating overall parking needs.
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Table A4-8: Vacant Space Analysis

Impact on Parking: Filling Vacant Main Street Spaces
Main Street Address
193
165
162
148
145
Marble Block
117
227
285
Total:

square feet
4,000
2,000
2,000
14,000
3,100
12,000
5,650
5,200
2,500
50,450

total spaces customer employees
13.33
11
2
6.67
6
1
6.67
6
1
46.67
40
7
10.33
8
2
40.00
34
6
18.83
17
2
17.33
15
2
8.33
7
1
168
144
24
1 space per 300 s.f.
for retail/service

1 employee per
2,000s.f.

What this assessment indicates, using standards taken from the Biddeford Zoning Ordinance, is
that there is the potential demand for 168 spaces based on existing vacant storefront square
footage. One hundred forty-four (144) spaces are of the short term demand variety (2 hours or
less), while 24 are all day spaces associated with employees. This demand will exceed supply if
there is no plan to create more immediate 2 hour spaces around Main Street or provide a transit
solution for employees living locally.

One solution, by way of example, is to create roughly 53 short-term (customer) spaces by
eliminating unlimited parking on Adams (between Main and Jefferson), Jefferson (between
South and Main), and South (between Jefferson and Adams) to meet some need, placing those
current on-street users in unlimited time spaces at Washington Street parking lot and in
underutilized Courthouse designated spaces. To meet the remaining short-term need, the City
could consider converting other city owned surface parking space (City Hall, Federal Street, Foss
Street; 2 out of 3 would meet that need) to short-term use, while finding long-term use solutions
for current users.
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Enforcement Trends. Enforcement trends provide a sense of where the greatest parking need
may be simply by evaluating the number of tickets issued by location. The Police Department
provided the following information:

Table A4-9: Parking Enforcement History

Enforcement trends suggest that there are some hot spots during the day:


Generally, tickets appear to be increasing, although 2016 was lower than the previous
year.



Overtime parking issues are increasing



People are parking in permit area only spaces, especially around City Hall

The enforcement trend is expected to continue irrespective of a new parking management
program since indications are that parking will grow increasingly scarce. The enforcement
strategy may need to be adjusted to address this issue if additional enforcement personnel are not
included in the PMP. Appendix 5 – Parking Enforcement Detail, addresses options for
increasing parking enforcement.
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Appendix 5
Parking Enforcement Detail
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PARKING ENFORCEMENT STRATEGY FY/2019
Existing parking enforcement is sporadic during the summer months due to the requirement to
enforce parking restrictions along the beaches. In the absence of the parking enforcement
employee in the study area, parking violations are unenforced. This absence is especially notable
during the period from June 15th to the day after Labor Day, when beach parking permit
enforcement is required at certain beaches, since the current enforcement officer cannot be in
two places at once.

With the proposed changes to time limited parking, there needs to be consistent and on-going
monitoring and enforcement of vehicles that are parked within certain permit/timed zones. This
will require expanding hours and days of coverage to insure compliance. Staff proposes two
options, see Tables A5-1 and A5-2.
Option 1 is to hire an additional full-time traffic enforcement employee.
Option 2 is to hire two part-time seasonal parking enforcement positions for additional
coverage from June through Labor Day.

The following tables identify the cost associated with each option.

Table A5-1: Full-Time Parking Enforcement Salary

Description
Wages
FICA
Medicare
MePERS
Health Ins
RHS

$
$
$
$
$
$

Rate
19.11
2,464.43
576.36
3,815.88
15,254.08
780.00

Unit
2,080
1
1
1
1
1

Annual Wages and Benefits 1
1

Subtotal
$ 39,748.80
$ 2,464.43
$
576.36
$ 3,815.88
$ 15,254.08
$
780.00
$ 62,639.55

Current Benefits: Four (4) weeks vacation & 5 floating holidays.
This equates to 5 weeks or 47 available work
weeks.
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Table A5-2: Part-Time Parking Enforcement Salary

Description
Wages
FICA
Medicare
MePERS
Health Ins
RHS

Rate
$
14.00
$
958.27
$
224.11
$
$
$
-

Unit
1,104
1
1
1
1
1

Subtotal
$ 15,456.00
$
958.27
$
224.11
$
$
$
$ 16,638.38
x2

Annual Wages and Benefits 1
1

$ 33,276.76

These are non-union positions pursuant to 26 MRSA 962(6G)
seasonal employees with no benefits.
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Appendix 6
Reference Maps
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Appendix 6 – Reference Maps
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